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SOME REFLECTIONS ON “THE CASE FOR GOD” 

By Dick Carter 

 

 

Karen Armstrong, with “The Case for God”, has given us a very significant series of insights 

we can use in our individual & collective efforts to come to grips with the ineffable notion 

which we term “God”. In truth, she does not a make a “case” for God at all but, after a 

fascinating exploration of early religious practices which emerged among primitive societies, 

she analyses what people have thought & believed about God over the 3,000 years or so since 

acceptance of a monotheistic god began to take hold. She is very careful not to tell us what 

her own beliefs are or to make her own personal case for God– which I personally found a bit 

disappointing. She does though give enough hints that suggest she has abandoned the rather 

angry nihilistic approach that she adopted after she left her religious order and which she 

details in her autobiography “The Spiral Staircase”.  

 

After finishing the book we are left with the not unreasonable responsibility of making up our 

own minds. With so much detail & information available this is not an easy task although it is 

made a bit easier by the way she has demonstrated how much of contemporary orthodoxy and 

atheism has developed in only very recent times. Different times call forth different responses 

– it may well be that we are at one of the inflexion points in history where there will be a 

reassessment or reinterpretation of our God notions.  

 

There are a number of matters that particularly struck me as I read the book & when thinking 

about it later. These struck me again as I refreshed my memory by reading it again in 

preparation for this afternoon‟s discussion. 

 

The first of these is that grappling with the concept of “God” & then applying the insights 

this produces is hard work. Armstrong says “We think the concept of God should be easy & 

that religion ought to be readily accessible to anybody” (p1) then .... “Religion is a practical 

discipline that teaches us to discover new capacities of mind & heart .... It is no use 

magisterially weighing up the teachings of religion to judge their truth or falsehood, before 

embarking on a religious way of life. You will only discover their truth – or lack of it – if you 

translate these doctrines into ritual or ethical action. Like any skill, religion requires 

perseverance, hard work & discipline. Some people will be better at it than others, some 

appallingly inept, & other will miss the point entirely” (p4). Further ....“Religious insight 

requires not only a dedicated intellectual endeavour to get beyond „idols of thought‟ but also 

a compassionate lifestyle that enables us to break out of the prism of selfhood. Aggressive 

logos (rationality), which seeks to master, control & kill off the opposition, cannot bring this 

transcendent insight. Experience proved that this was only possible if people cultivated a 

receptive, listening attitude, not unlike the way we approach art, music or poetry. It required 

kenosis (self emptying), „negative capability‟, „wise passiveness‟ and a heart that „watches & 

receives‟.” (p) And from the Epilogue of the book.... “Religion is a practical discipline, & its 

insights aren‟t derived from abstract speculation but from spiritual exercises & a dedicated 

lifestyle. Without such practice, it is impossible to understand the truth of its doctrines”. 

(p305) and then at the very end of the book .... “From the very beginning, men & women 

have repeatedly engaged in strenuous and committed religious activity. They evolved 

mythologies, ritual, and ethical disciplines that brought them intimations of holiness that 

seemed in some indescribable way to enhance & fulfil their humanity...... The point of 

religion was to live intensely & richly here & now. Religious people are ambitious. They 

want lives overflowing with significance. They have always desired to integrate with their 
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daily lives the moments of rapture& insights that came to them in dreams, in their 

contemplation of nature, & in their intercourse with one another & with the animal world. 

Instead of being crushed & embittered by the sorrow of life, they sought to retain their peace 

& serenity in the midst of their pain. They yearned for the courage to overcome their terror of 

mortality; instead of being grasping &mean-spirited, they aspired to live generously, large-

heartedly & justly & to inhabit every part of their humanity. Instead of being a mere 

workaday cup, they wanted, as Confucius suggested, to transform themselves into a beautiful 

ritual vessel brimful of the sanctity they were beginning to see in life. They tried to honour 

the ineffable mystery they sensed in each human being & create societies that honoured the 

stranger, the alien, the poor & the oppressed. Of course they often failed. But overall they 

found that the disciplines of religion helped them do all this. Those who applied themselves 

most assiduously showed that it was possible for mortal men & women to live on a higher, 

divine or godlike plane & thus wake up to their true selves.” (pp 315, 316) Amen! 

 

Perhaps the most significant insight I got from reading “The Case for God” is an 

understanding that “pre-moderns” (those living before about 1500 AD) insisted on the 

unknowability of God & went to extreme lengths to remind themselves continually of this. 

Theologians made it clear that while it was important to put our ideas about the divine into 

words, these doctrines were man-made and, therefore, were bound to be inadequate. They 

devised spiritual exercises that deliberately subverted normal patterns of thought and speech 

to help the faithful understand that the words we use to describe mundane things were simply 

not suitable for God. “He” was not good, divine, powerful or intelligent in any way that we 

can understand. We could not even say God „existed‟, because our concept of existence was 

too limited. Some of the sages preferred to say that God was „Nothing‟ because God was not 

another being. You certainly could not read your scriptures literally, as if they referred to 

divine facts. To these theologians some of our modern ideas about God would have seemed 

idolatrous. (p2) 

 

An example of the practices that were developed to reinforce the unknowability of God is the 

Doctrine of the Trinity. I had previously understood that the Trinity was conceived to explain 

some of the apparent inconsistencies that emerged from the Conference of Nicaea particularly 

to avoid the heresy that God the Father & God the Son & God the Holy Spirit were three 

separate gods – it was, I thought, a fourth century solution to a fourth century problem. This 

in fact is so - up to a point; but Armstrong demonstrates that the Cappadocian Fathers (the 

two Gregorys & Basil) who devised the doctrine when speaking of God, Son & Spirit were 

not saying 1 + 1 + 1 = 3 but “unknown infinity plus unknown infinity plus unknown infinity 

equals unknown infinity”. The whole point of the doctrine was to stop Christians thinking 

about “God” in rational terms. If you did that, you could only think about “God” as a being, 

because that was all our minds were capable of. The Trinity was not a mystery that had to be 

believed but an image that Christians were supposed to contemplate in a particular way. It 

was a mythos, because it spoke of a truth that was not accessible to logos (reason), and like 

any myth, it only made sense when you translated it into practical action. When they 

meditated on the God that they had known as three in one, Christians would become aware 

that God bore no relation at all to any being in their experience. The Trinity reminded 

Christians not to think about God as a simple personality and that what we call “God” was 

inaccessible to rational analysis. (p116) 

 

She goes on to recount the impact the writings of Denys the Areopagite (the pseudonym of a 

Greek who lived around 500 AD) had on the European theologians when they were translated 

into Latin in the ninth century. Denys was of the apophatic school – one who believes that 
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there are limits to language. Religious people are always talking about God & it is important 

that they do so. But they also need to know when to fall silent. Denys‟ theological method 

was a deliberate attempt to bring all the Christians he taught to that point by making them 

conscious of the limits of language. (p124)  As our language fails, we experience an 

intellectual ekstasis (stepping outside the body). We no longer pay mere lip service to God‟s 

ineffability; the fact that „there is no kind of thing that god is‟ has become an insight that we 

have made our own, a kenosis (self emptying) that „drives us out of ourselves‟. (p126) 

 

This apophatic tradition continued during the Middle Ages, in the eleventh century Anselm 

(he who gave us the doctrine of Substitutory Atonement & went on to become Archbishop of 

Canterbury) added more rational twists, even trying to produce proofs of God‟s existence but 

he had no illusions about human reason which he knew was incapable of understanding the 

unknowable God. Meister Eckhart, who lived a couple of hundred years after Anselm, 

pointed out that a felt desire for God can only be an ego-need, born of the images we use to 

fill our emptiness. Any „God‟ we find in this way is an idol that would actually alienate us 

from ourselves he wrote; 

“For if you love God as he is God, as he is spirit, as he is person, and as he is image – all this 

must go! Then how should I love him? You should love him as he is nonGod, a nonspirit, a 

nonperson, a nonimage, but as he is – pure, unmixed, bright “One” separated from all duality; 

and in that One we should sink eternally down, out of „something‟ into „nothing‟” (p152).  If 

you find this hard to grasp then I think it‟s because it was meant to be that way. 

 

Armstrong makes the point several times that modern Christianity has much to learn from the 

pre-moderns about how God should be interpreted. She has convinced me that she‟s right in 

this & we should re-examine the writings & practices of that era to help recalibrate our ideas 

about God. 

 

A third major group of insights forced their way upon me as I read the second half of the 

book – the section which Armstrong has titled the “The Modern God” in which she deals 

with the development of God concepts & religion post about 1500 to the present. She points 

out that “by the sixteenth century, the people of the West had started to create an entirely new 

& unprecedented type of civilisation, which depended on a radical change in the economic 

base of society. Instead of relying, like every pre-modern economy, on a surplus of 

agricultural produce with which they could trade in order to fund their cultural achievements, 

the modern economy rested on the technological replication of resources & the constant 

reinvestment of capital, which provided a source of wealth that could be renewed 

indefinitely. This freed it from many of the constraints of pre-modern societies where the 

economy could not expand beyond a certain point and eventually outran its resources.  

 

This process had an inevitable impact on the Church whose influence was eroded. This 

steadily unstoppable trend, which pushed religion into a separate marginal place in society, 

would be felt in all kinds of obscure ways that were never fully articulated. Secularisation 

was accelerated by three crucial & formative sixteenth century movements: the Renaissance, 

the Reformation & the Scientific Revolution”. (p164)   

 

 

The influence of the scientific work of such giants as Galileo, Descartes, Newton and others 

was profound. Newton, like most seventeenth century scientists, was convinced that that 

matter was inert; it was impossible to move or develop unless acted upon by an outside force. 

So God was essential to the entire system. There could be no question about excluding God 
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from science. (p198) At a stroke, Newton overturned centuries of Christian tradition. 

Hitherto, theologians had argued that the creation could tell us nothing about God; indeed it 

proved to us that God was unknowable. Newton was in no doubt that his Universal 

Mechanics could explain all God‟s attributes. (p199) 

 

Charles Darwin published “The Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection” in 1859. 

His evolutionary hypothesis shattered many fundamental preconceptions. While Darwin had 

no desire to destroy religion, as a result of his researches, God was no longer the only 

scientific explanation of the universe. Not only was there no scientific proof for God; natural 

selection had shown that such proof was impossible. Wholly dependent on concrete 

measurable fact, science now rejected any hypothesis that was not based on the human 

experience of the natural world & could not therefore be tested. 

 

After Darwin, it was possible to deny God‟s existence without flying in the face of the most 

authoritative scientific evidence. For the first time, unbelief was a viable & sustainable 

intellectual option. 

 

We are now the inheritors of the ferment which has happened since. This inheritance includes 

the aridness of contemporary orthodoxy, the rise of Christian fundamentalism especially in 

the United States & of the militant atheism which has emerged to denounce it, and the 

progressive movement. It will be very interesting to see where we go from here in grappling 

with the “God” concept – perhaps the partial answer is forward into the past! Karen 

Armstrong has done us a considerable service in this book by helping us see the possibilities. 
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